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Abstract 
Type inference is the compile-time process of reconstructing missing type information in a 
program based on the usage of its variables. ML and Haskell are two languages where this aspect 
of compilation has enjoyed some popularity. allowing type information to be omitted while static 
type checking is still performed. Type inference may be expected to have some application in 
the prototyping and scripting languages which are becoming increasingly popular. A difficulty 
with type inference is the confusing and sometimes counter-intuitive diagnostics produced by 
the type checker as a result of type errors. A modification of the unification algorithm used in 
Hindley-Milner type inference is presented, which allows the specific reasoning which led to 
a program variable having a particular type to be recorded for type explanation. This approach 
is close to the intuitive process used in practice for debugging type errors. The algorithm is 
practical, and has been implemented in the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler. The modified 
unification algorithm also appears useful in other domains. including logic program debuggers 
and semantics-based programming environments. 
1. Introduction 
T?pr irzjkwwr refers to the compile-time process of reconstructing missing type 
information in a program based on the usage of some of its variables [lo]. For example, 
for the ML function expression fn x => x + 1, since mixed mode arithmetic is not 
supported, the occurrence of 1 implies that the integer version of + is being used. This 
further constrains the type of x to be integer, so we may conclude that the type of the 
above expression is int - int (where - is the procedure or function type). 
ML and Haskell are two popular languages currently supporting type inference 
[3 1,221. Since these languages do not require the types of variables to be declared. 
they are said to be inzplicitl?~ typed lanyutryrs. In the example above, we consider the 
original implicitly typed expression fn x =Z x + 1 to be a syntactic abbreviation for 
fn x : int => x + 1, where the missing type annotation is recovered as a result of 
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type checking. In fact, module certain restrictions concerning overloaded variables and 
imperative features, it is possible to submit a Haskell or ML program without type 
information to the compiler and have the compiler completely reconstruct the missing 
type information and determine if the program is well-typed. 
For the function expression 
fn f => fn x => f x 
the compiler reconstructs the type 
where a and p are type variables, and the “reconstructed)’ term is 
fn f: cc-p => fn x: CI => f x. Type variables are used in two senses in these 
languages. If the above expression occurs as a subexpression in a larger expression, 
then a and p are non-generic type variables; the larger context in which this expression 
occurs may place further constraints on the type of the expression which requires the 
type variables to be instantiated further. For example, if the expression is applied to a 
procedure which converts integers to strings, then c( is constrained to be integer and 
fi is constrained to be string. On the other hand, if this expression is the definition 
for a defined variable (introduced by a let-statement), then CI and fi are generalized 
to generic type variables, meaning that they receive possibly different instantiations at 
each use site for the variable. In the latter case the expression is said to be paramet- 
rically polvmorphic [lo]. For example, in the expression: 
let ap = fn f => fn x => f x in ( ap succ 1; ap size “hello” > 
the defined variable ap has its type variables instantiated in different ways at the two 
use sites. One explanation for this polymorphism is in terms of an underlying explicit 
polymorphic abstraction over type variables Fn IX => e, so type inference can be seen 
as the process of reconstructing the following explicitly typed program: 
let ap = Fn d => Fn p => fn f:cr+p => fn X:DI => f x in 
( ap {int} {int} succ I; ap {string} {int} size “hello” > 
where ap {string} {int} denotes the application of the polymorphic function ap 
to the types string and int. The type of this polymorphic function is then ‘via 
V’p~(c.+p)-+ct-p, denoted by (‘a -+‘b)-+‘a-+ ‘b in ML and (a--tb)Aa+b in 
Haskell. 
Even in languages which do require the types of variables to be declared, type in- 
ference is often found to be essential in reconstructing the instantiations for generic 
type variables at the use sites for polymorphic functions ’ [43,X]. Although there 
is a move away from implicit typing in certain circles of the ML community, it 
’ This special case of type inference is referred to as type reconstruction. Unfortunately the terminology 
is not universal in the literature, so “type reconstruction” sometimes refers to type inference. 
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is still popular in the community as a whole and in other language communities 
such as Miranda,* Haskell, ,I-Prolog and Godel [52.22,32,21]. Moreover we may 
expect implicit typing to play an increasingly important role in .sct@ti?r~ hnyuu~+~.s 
such as TCL and Python [39,53], where currently the demands of rapid prototyp- 
ing and fast development of “throw-away” programs have been used to justify the 
absence of static typing. (Although these languages were intended for writing short 
interactive “scripts”, TCL programs containing several thousand lines of code are now 
common. ) 
A vexing problem for type inference is the need to explain typing errors to program- 
mers. As a preliminary indication of the problems, consider the following ML example 
(which we will use again later in the paper): 
. P y; . . . y=(3,x); . . . F (z,4.5); 
In this example, the type-checker will determine that the type of x is real. Why‘? 
The first application (F y) constrains F to be a function, with domain type equated 
to the type of y. The equality (y= (3, x> ) constrains y to be a product (record) type, 
whose second component type is the same as the type for x. Finally the third application 
constrains F’s domain type to be a product type whose second component type is real. 
Now since F‘s domain type is also equated with y’s type. this transitively constrains 
x’s type to be real. 
In our experience with using ML and with teaching ML in a fourth year pro- 
gramming languages course, such convoluted reasoning about the type inference pro- 
cess becomes necessary fairly quickly when programming in an implicitly typed lan- 
guage. Unfortunately the support provided by current type-checkers for this reason- 
ing is found wanting. Rather than trying to automatically discover the source of type 
errors (we do not believe there is a general solution to this which scales up), our 
objective is to provide better explanations for why particular types were inferred 
for program variables, to help the programmer in tracking down the source of type 
errors. 
There have been a few approaches to providing explanations for type errors with 
type inference. Nikhil [33] describes a practical realization of type inference, where 
the main consideration for reporting type errors is to report the application site where 
the type error arose (this is now standard in most type-checkers). In our experience, 
type errors often arise when the type-checker infers an erroneous type for a function 
based on its use in a (possibly quite large) mutually recursive function definition; but 
this error only manifests itself in a confusing type error when the function definition 
itself is subsequently type checked. For example (in ML): 
fun f x = g 3 
. . . . 
and g (x:: Xa> = X (* type error! *) 
’ Miranda is a trademark of Research Software, Ltd. 
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Wand [55] gives an algorithm for collecting the reasons for bindings of type vari- 
ables, accumulating these reasons while traversing two type trees in parallel, and re- 
porting the two accumulated lists of source expressions (as potential sources of the 
error) when a type error is discovered. Although conceptually superior to the current 
practice, Wand’s approach does not scale up to examples of reasonable size, eventually 
overwhelming the programmer with possible error sites. For our purposes Wand’s un- 
derlying algorithm is deficient in several respects, including repeated explanations and 
aliasing of type variables (which is fairly ubiquitous in practice, but for which Wand’s 
algorithm would give incomplete and sometimes incorrect explanations); nor does he 
consider practical aspects of the implementation of unification (such as path com- 
pression [ 1,341). Nevertheless his approach is a good starting point for understanding 
our approach to explaining the types of individual program variables. The underlying 
unification algorithm in Wand’s work is essentially the standard implementation un- 
changed; we identify several changes which are necessary in the usual implementation 
of unification [ 1, Chapter 61 in order to support type explanation. 
Johnson and Walz [25,54] use weightings on bindings and flow analysis to deter- 
mine the most likely correct types for variables in reporting type errors. Although this 
approach appears more likely to scale, it can lead to counter-intuitive results. Consider 
for example changing the formal parameters of a function definition but neglecting to 
update all the call sites which follow that function’s definition; under this approach, 
conceivably the type-checker would report an error in the function definition. Soosai- 
pillai [48] provides a type explainer which provides an explanation of the type of a 
function by walking over an explicit type derivation tree for that function. However it 
is not clear from her thesis what explanation is provided for the actions of the unifi- 
cation algorithm. As the example above demonstrates, it is here that the real issues in 
explaining type inference arise. Furthermore what we seek is some facility for isolat- 
ing the actions of the type-checker which lead to a particular type being inferred for 
a variable. 
We consider a type explunatiorz to be a record of the subexpressions in a program 
which led the type-checker to infer a particular type for a program variable. In this 
paper, we consider a modification of the type inference algorithm which allows this 
form of explanatory information to be saved as part of type unification, forming the 
basis for automatically providing an explanation such as given earlier to explain the 
actions of the type-checker. This approach is intuitively close to the process we have 
used when manually debugging ML type errors, and as such appears more likely to 
scale than earlier approaches. 
In the next section we provide an overview of type inference, giving a very simple 
ML implementation which forms a basis for discussing the implementation of type 
explanation. In Sections 3-5 we describe the algorithm for collecting type explana- 
tion information during type inference. In Section 6 we discuss how our approach to 
type explanation can be extended to other unification algorithms besides the graph- 
based Robinson unification algorithm used in the paper. Finally Section 7 provides our 
conclusions. 
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2. Type Inference 
In this section we review the main results in type inference. A good discussion of 
type inference, polymorphic types and unification algorithms may be found in the Aho, 
Sethi and Ullman compiler text [ 1, Chapter 61 and in Cardelli’s tutorial paper [IO]. 
We give a traditional abstract presentation of the algorithms; we then give a concrete 
implementation in ML of unification. This concrete implementation forms the basis for 
the remainder of the paper, where we explain our approach to type explanation. 
We use a mini-language which amounts to the extended R-calculus underlying most 
functional languages (and many Algol derivatives): 
e E Terms ::=.w/fnx=>rj(rlez)(letx=el inez(recs=>o 
T E Monotypes ::= X ( t(T,,...,T,,) 
c E Polytypes ::= r / V’r . u 
In the syntax of types, t denotes a type constructor (such as int, list, etc). As 
usual, the type constructors include the arrow 4 for typing functions, with applications 
of the arrow written in infix form. ret x => e defines the least fixed point of the 
recursive equation x = e, and is used to define recursive functions. Fig. 1 gives the 
type rules for our mini-language. Type variables ‘a are denoted by Greek letters (x in 
the type rules; all type variables in the type rules are generic. As usual we use A t- e : (T 
to denote both the corresponding sequent in the type rules, and the derivability of such 
a sequent from the type rules, relying on the reader’s wits to distinguish them. A 
substitution H is a mapping from type variables to monotypes which is the identity on 
all but a finite number of variables, sometimes denoted (21 /rt.. . , T,~,/x,,,}. We define 
the domain and composition of substitutions as: 
~fO~~I((~)de“{x ( O(cl) # x} 
VAR 
(s E &w&4)) 
A k .r : A(x) 
GEN 
MT 
ABS 
il,X : T k C? : 5' 
A I- fn x=>e : t + T’ 
APP A k el : ~7 ---f ~1 A t ez : 72 
A t ele2 : 51 
LET 
A t- el : (T A,x : (T k e: : z 
Akletx=eline2:r 
E&C 
A,x : T k e: T 
A k ret x=>e : 5 
Fig. I. Type rules for mini-language. 
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We define the homomorphic extension of substitutions to types: 
&@J) = t(e(r, )) 
O(‘da. a) = V’p ~8({fi/cc}a) where /? e dam(8) 
Define the following instance ordering on polytypes, and instantiation ordering on type 
environments: 
Definition 2.1. Define: 
1. (~1 C 02 if and only if there exists some substitution 0 such that 61 = &a~). 
2. A <A’ if and only if dom(A ) = dom(A’) and, for all CI E dam(A), A( GI) = Vz. z 
and A’(a) = ‘&.0(z) for some 6 such that dam(B) (I{pj}i, {li/}jnFV(A’) = {}. 
The most important result we require here is: 
Lemma 2.1 (Substitution Lemma). Zf A t- e : CJ, then for any substitution 8, we have 
OA k e : %a. 
Fig. 2 gives the Hindley-Milner algorithm for reconstructing the type of a program 
based on the usage of its variables. The algorithm walks over the abstract syntax tree of 
the program, introducing a new non-generic type variable for the type of each program 
WA(x) = (07, 0) 
where 
vu, . . .V’a,.z=A(x) 
d= {?&&G} h w ere the pi’s are new type variables 
wA(fn x => e) 
W.4(cl e2) 
=( T ---f T’, 0) 
where 
{ 
(T’, 0) = WA,_&c) where c( iS a new type variable 
r = dc( 
= (&r, 83 0 02 0 0,) 
i 
(T.I? 01) = WA(el) 
where 
(72, 02) = Wlr,A(e2) 
CY is a new type variable 
8s = U(&z,, r2 -+ a) 
WA(let x = et in e2) = (r2, 62 0 6) 
1 
(71, 6) = W4(ei ) 
where fl = vBIA(zl ) 
(r2, 02) = WhA.de2) 
WA(rec x => e) = (VT, H’ 0 0) 
CI is a new type variable 
where (r? 0) = WA&z(e) 
8’ = U(Oa, t) 
Fig. 2. Type checking algorithm W. 
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wz, 7) = 0 
W% B, = {u/p} where “A # fl 
U(K VG)) 
= 
I 
{t(?J/x} if sI @ FV(r;) for all i E [nz] 
I otherwise 
Wt(G& ‘Y) 
= 
{ 
{t(G)/a} if o! $! f'V(t,) for all i E [m] 
I otherwise 
Wt(qJ, t(G)) = %m 0 . . 0 9, 
where %i = u((%- I “...O(~I)(ZI.,),(%;-I 0.‘. 0tjl)tTz.l)) 
for all i -= l,....m 
Wti(GJ,tz(GZ)) = I if tr # t1 
Fig. 3. Unification algorithm U. 
J 
variable, collecting constraints on these type variables which are imposed by the use of 
the program variables, and using unification to resolve these constraints and compute 
most general unifiers. Fig. 3 gives the standard Robinson unification algorithm [45]. 
Once the definition in a let-expression has been type checked, any remaining type 
variables which are not constrained by the program variables in the environment are 
generalized to generic type variables. At each use site of the variable bound to this 
definition, these generic type variables are instantiated with new non-generic type vari- 
ables, thus allowing the definition to be used polymorphically. The algorithm makes 
use of the following metafunction: 
\d,~(~)=ti~i..~~cz,.r where {~l,...,cc,}=F?'(T)-FV(A) 
which corresponds to lifting the uninstantiated non-generic type variables in an inferred 
type to generic type variables. 
The correctness of these algorithms is provided by the following [ 181: 
Theorem 1 (Correctness of 1A). 
1. U( tl. z2) ulwuys terminates. 
2. If‘i?d(T,,Tz) = 9 t/Zen %(t,) = %(22). 
3. Furthermore, for any %’ suck that %‘(zl) = %'(Tz), there exists some %” such 
that 0’ = 9” 0 9. 
Theorem 2 (Correctness of W). 
1. W,(e) alwaJ,s terminates. 
2. If’ W,(e) = (?, %) then %A k e : T. 
3. Suppose %A’ k e : c for some 8, A’ <A, e and a. Then W,(e) = (T, 9') jbr sovlze 
z, N’, %” such that %(a) = (9” o O’)(x) for all c1 E FL’(A) and CJ 5 %“(V’,,t,,(z)). 
Practical implementations of unification do not pass around explicit substitutions. 
Instead variables are represented as updateable references directly in the terms. 
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Substitution is implemented by assigning pointers to subtrees to these references, thus 
leading to an aqvclic diqraph term representation (acyclic because of the occurs check 
in unification). Appendix A gives a declaration for such a representation in ML, and 
an implementation in ML of the unification algorithm. Now unifying two different 
variables leads to one reference being aliased to another, so that each call to Unify 
begins by performing any necessary dereferencing of an alias chain. For efficiency this 
dereferencing operation also performs path compression on the alias chain [ 1,341. 
The choice between applicative and destructive substitutions is not one to be taken 
casually. Sansom [46] provides some data on the use of applicative substitutions, based 
on profiling of the Glasgow Haskell compiler [41]: 
45% of [the compiler’s] time [was] spent in the typechecker.. [N]early 36% 
of the entire compilation time [was] spent extending the substitution (a routine 
consisting of only 30 lines of code), with an additional 5% of the execution 
time spent searching the association list for a type variable’s substitution. 
Based on this experience, the applicative implementation of substitution in the Glasgow 
Haskell compiler has been replaced by a destructive implementation, as described in 
Appendix A. The Glasgow Haskell implementation is based on the use of monadic 
mutable arrays [42]: 
The results . . . show quite spectacular speedups. Making the substitution repre- 
sentation non-idempotent improved the performance of the substitution algorithm 
by a factor of 5.. [T]he introduction of a mutable array as the underlying data 
structure provided a further 10 times speedup. Overall the performance of the 
substitution algorithm was improved by a factor of more than 50! 
Sansom further notes that the time spent in type checking dropped from 45% of com- 
pilation time down to lo%, with overall compilation time reduced by 75% (by these 
and other optimizations to the compiler data structures). 
The algorithm in Appendix A is the algorithm used in GHC and almost all other ML 
and Haskell compilers; we refer to this in Section 6 as naive graph unijicution. Our 
approach to type explanation is based on modifying this algorithm. Section 3 provides 
the basis of our approach to type explanation. With this approach, the naive graph 
unification algorithm is modified to record the sequence of steps in type checking which 
lead to a type variable being instantiated. In Section 4 we consider the very practical 
consideration of how to properly handle this type explanation information with variable 
aliasing. This section demonstrates that simply augmenting the result of unification with 
type explanations is insufficient, the algorithm itself must be modified to preserve the 
correctness of explanations. Path compression, the most important operation used in 
practical unification algorithms to improve efficiency with variable aliasing, must be 
carefully restricted in order to preserve the correctness of type explanations. Section 5 
considers how to properly handle aliasing between type variables which are introduced 
by the instantiation of polymorphic types. This consideration is absolutely crucial to 
the practical usability of any type explanation facility, as explained in that section. In 
Section 6 we examine how our algorithm could be incorporated into asymptotically 
superior algorithms. Essentially the results of Sections 3 and 5 are relevant to all of 
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these algorithms. while the results of Section 4 are relevant to all of the algorithms 
whose use in type inference is remotely practical. 
3. Type explanation 
In this section we describe our approach to type explanation. We denote generic 
type variables by ’ a, J b, ) c, . . . and non-generic type variables by ’ AO, ‘Al, . . . ’ BO. 
‘Bl. . . The type inference algorithm W itself is essentially unchanged, since this 
algorithm simply walks over the abstract syntax tree for a program collecting equality 
constraints on the types of the program variables. The true heart of the algorithm is 
in the unification algorithm U which is used to solve these constraints (aborting if no 
solution is possible). 
Initially a program variable x is given type ‘A0 for some new (non-generic) type 
variable ’ AO. W collects constraints on ’ A0 due to the usage of x in the program, and 
Id solves these constraints, possibly instantiating ’ A0 via substitution in the process, 
“Instantiation” in the algorithm of Appendix A means assigning to an unbound type 
variable. To record information for type explanation, we record the program fragment 
which gave rise to that constraint, with the instantiation. For example, for the program 
fragment: 
fn x => x + 1 
x is initially assumed to have type ‘AO. Type checking the application +(x,1) con- 
strains ( ’ A0 * int > to be equal to (int * int > (the domain type of +). Unification 
produces the substitution { int / ’ AO}, which in practical terms means the reference 
cell for ‘A0 is assigned int. Assuming the type-checker actually annotates the abstract 
syntax tree with type information as it walks over it. the modified type inference al- 
gorithm stores the abstract syntax for +(x, 1) as an explanation for why the type of x 
is int. with the type annotation for x. 
The following example (repeated from Section 1) shows why this alone is insuffi- 
cient: 
. . F y; . . . y=(3,x); . . . F (z,4.5) 
Using the simple approach just outlined, we get the explanation: 
x : real 
F (z,4.5) . . . . . . gives x : real 
Fig. 4 shows the graph for the type of F created by type inference. Vertices in 
this graphical representation are labelled by type expressions. A directed edge from a 
type variable vertex to another vertex represents the instantiation of the type variable, 
labelled by the program fragment which gave rise to the constraint which caused that 
instantiation. Since such an edge may be directed from or to a subexpression of the 
type expression labelling a vertex, we distinguish this subexpression graphically by 
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Assume F;‘AO, y:‘Al, x:‘A3, z’A4 
‘A0 
FY 
V 
‘Al - ‘A2 
y = (3, x) 
/ 
X 
I 
I 
I 
; FY 
F (z, 4.5) I y=(3,x) 
i F (z, 4.5) 
, 
I 
‘A5 
Fig. 4. Type of F after: F y; y = (3,x); F (2,4.5). 
a subvertex embedded in the original vertex. In the example in Fig. 4, there is an 
instantiation edge from ’ A4 to int, both of which are subexpressions of compound 
type expressions. The label on this edge records that the instantiation was caused by 
the unification triggered by the type checking of the application F (z ,4.5). 
In this figure, the dashed edge represents the instantiation of the type of x (the 
type variable ‘A3) to real. The program fragment which gives rise to this instan- 
tiation causes the function type at the bottom of the diagram to be unified with 
the type of F. The path in this type graph from ’ A0 to ‘A3 follows edges which 
connect a component of F’s type to the type of x; the label on each one of these 
edges records the program fragment which created that link in the path of connec- 
tions. The unification algorithm traces this connection path in the process of walk- 
ing over the two type graphs. The modified unification algorithm accumulates these 
explanations in the process of recursively walking over the graph, and when it per- 
forms an instantiation at the end of such a connection path, it records this accumu- 
lated explanation with the program fragment which led to unification being called. 
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Using this information, the explanation for the type of x is: 
x : real 
F y . . . . . . . . . . . . gives F : 'A0 = 'Al -> 'A2 
= (y,(3,x)) . . . . gives y : 'Al = int * 'A3 
F (z,4.5) . . . . . . gives x : 'A3 = real 
On the other hand, the explanation for z’s type is: 
z : int 
F (z,4.5) . . . . . . gives z : 'A4 = int 
Whereas the explanation for x needs to explain the connection between x’s type and 
that of F, in the case of z the connection is immediate. Further explanation of the 
type of F is obtained by lazily expanding the frontier of the type digraph rooted at 
’ AO, printing an explanation with each expansion of an interior type variable to its 
instantiation: 
F : 'Al -> 'A2 
F y . . . . . . . . . . . . gives F : 'A0 = 'Al -> 'A2 
F: (int * 'A3) -> 'A2 
= (y,(3,x)) . . . . gives y : 'Al = int * 'A3 
F: (int * real) -> 'A2 
F (z,4.5) . . . . . . gives x : 'A3 = real 
In the final phase of this explanation, it is necessary for the explainer to recognize that 
part of the explanation on the edge rooted at 'A3 has already been encountered and 
does not need to be repeated. As another example. the type for y is explained as: 
Y : int * 'A3 
= (y,(3,x)) . . . . gives y : 'Al = int * 'A3 
Y : int * real 
F y . . . . . . . . . . . . gives F : 'A0 = (int * 'A31 -> 'A2 
F (z,4.5) . . . . . . gives x : 'A3 = real 
In the next example the type is a graph but not a tree. Fig. 5 shows the type graph 
for the types of F and G after the following program fragment has been type checked: 
F y; y=(w,x); F(v,4.5); G y; G (3,U) 
For example, the explanation for y’s type is: 
Y : 'A5 * 'A6 
= (y,(w,x>> . . . . gives y : 'Al = 'A5 * 'A6 
Y: int * 'A6 
G y . . . . . . . . . . . . gives G : 'A3 = ('A5 * 'A6) -> 'A4 
G (3,111 . . . . . . . . gives w : 'A5 = int 
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Assume F:‘AO, G:‘A3, y:‘Al, w:‘A5, x:‘A6 
Fig. 5. Type of F and G after: F y; y=(W,X); F(~~4.5); G Y; G (3,U). 
Y : int * real 
F y . . . . . . . . . . . . gives F : 'A0 = (‘A5 * 'A61 -> 'A2 
F (2,4.5) . . . . . . gives x : 'A6 = real 
As another example, the explanation for F's type is: 
F: 'Al -> 'A2 
F y . . . . . . . . . . . . gives F : 'A0 = 'Al -> 'A2 
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F: ('A5 * 'A6) -> 'A2 
= (y,(w,x)) . . . . gives y : 'Al = 'A5 * 'A6 
F: (int * 'A6) -> 'A2 
G y . . . . . . . . . . . . gives G : 'A3 = OA5 * 'A6) -> 'A4 
G (3,~) . . . . . . . . gives w : 'A5 = int 
F: (int * real) -> 'A2 
F (2,4.5) . . . . . . gives x : 'A6 = real 
The next example (Fig. 6) demonstrates where a compound explanation may occur 
on an edge besides the last edge in a path: 
F y; y = (3,x); F (z,(u,v)); y = (7,(4.5'w)) 
In this case the explanation for the type of u is (again the explainer needs to remember 
instantiations for type variables which have already been explained): 
u : real 
= (y,(3,x)) . . . . gives y : 'Al = int * 'A3 
F y . . . . . . . . . . . . gives F : 'A0 = (int * 'A3) -> 'A2 
F (z,(u,v)) . . . . gives x : 'A3 = 'A4 * 'A5 
= (y,(7,(4.5,~))) gives u : 'A4 = real 
All of the examples so far have been based on unification being called in the type 
checking of applications. This approach extends straightforwardly to unification being 
called in the type checking of recursive function definitions. For example: 
fun f x y = if true then "hello" else (f 3 y; y) 
translates into: 
val ret f = fn x => fn y => if true then “hello” else (f 3 y ; y) 
which in the syntax of our mini-language is: 
ret f => fn x => fn y => 
case true of true => “hello” ) false => (f 3 y; y> 
Fig. 7 shows the type graph created by type inference; here the type of the formal 
parameter x is reconstructed from the type of f (rather than the other way round) 
based on the recursive use of f. 
Pattern matching introduces the complications of internally generated program vari- 
ables, and needing to record which pattern in a case construct contributed to a type 
variable being instantiated. For example: 
fun map f [I = Cl 
1 map f (x::xs) = (f x)::(map f xs> 
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ksume F:‘AO, y:‘Al, x:‘A3, u:‘A4, v:‘AS 
'A0 P 
FY 
Y = (3, xl 
// 
FY 
Y = (3,x) 
1 F (2, (u,v)) 
y = (3,x) 
FY 
Y =(3,x) 
F (z, (u, v)) 
Y = (7, (4.5, WI) 
I-J real 
Fig. 6. Type of F after: F y; y=(3,x); F(z,(u,v)); y = (7, (4.5,~)) 
is translated into the equivalent declaration: 
val ret map = fn f’ => fn 1’ => case (f’,l’) of 
(f , Cl > => [I I 
(f,(x::xs>> => (f x)::(map f xs) 
In this case the type explanation records that the first pattern in the case constrains 
the type of 1’ to be a list type (caused by unifying the type of (f ’ , 1 ’ > with the type 
of (f, Cl>). 
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Assume f:‘AO, x:‘Al, y:‘A2 
i I val ret f = 
f $ 1 
int - ‘A2 - ‘A4 
L 
f 
i 
f3y if true then “hello” 
else ( f 3 y; y ) 
V 
‘A0 string 
Fig. 7. Type off and x after: fun f x y = if true then "hello" else ( f 3 y; y) 
Note that type information may Aow either way between the case argument and the 
pattern: 
dat atype ‘a foo = foo of ‘a 
. . . . 
case foo x of foo(u,v) => . . . 
. . . . 
case foo(x,y) of foo u => . . . 
4. Aliasing of type variables 
Aliasing introduces complications which require the most radical modifications to 
the traditional type inference algorithm. Consider for example two instantiation edges 
( ’ A0 , int) and ( ‘Al, ’ A2). If the normal unification algorithm is called to unify ’ A0 
with ‘Al, the algorithm first dereferences these to int and ’ A2, respectively, and then 
instantiates ‘A2 to int. This is shown in Part (a) of the following graphic: 
‘A0 ‘Al ‘A0 - ‘Al 
1 1 
int +- ‘A2 int ‘A2 
(a) Instantiation at the leaf (b) Instantiation at the root 
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In terms of type explanation this is clearly a mistake. For example, consider an 
explanation of why program variable x, with initial type ‘A2, is instantiated to int. 
This explanation does not even mention the two intervening type variables (which 
might represent the undetermined types of other program variables) which caused this 
unification. In our approach we perform the instantiation at the root of an alias path 
rather than at the leaf; furthermore we reverse the direction of the edges on the aliasing 
path which was rooted at that type variable. In the example above, ‘Al is reinstantiated 
to ‘AO, and ‘A2 is instantiated to ‘Al. This is shown in Part (b) of the graphic. Thus 
an explanation for why ’ A2 is bound to int includes an explanation of the instantiation 
edges (‘A2, ‘Al), (‘Al, ‘A01 and (‘AO,int). 
This approach to instantiating variables has important (and practical) implications for 
the type checking algorithm. For one thing, path compression cannot be performed on 
aliasing paths terminating in unbound type variables; consider the following example: 
xcy; ysz; z=w; y="ha" 
Fig. 8(a) illustrates the aliasing path created by the first three equality operations. Note 
that path compression during variable dereferencing is no longer a valid operation. For 
example, Fig. 8(b) depicts the situation where path compression has redirected ‘A0 
and ‘Al to ‘A3. Here path compression has also involved concatenating explanations 
on compressed instantiation edges. y=“ha” causes ‘A3 to be instantiated to string. 
But now the explanation for z’s type (rooted at ‘A2) is: 
z : string 
= (z,w) . . . . . . gives z : ‘A2 = ‘A3 
= (y,z> . . . . . . gives y : ‘Al = ‘A2 
= (y,“ha”) . . . gives w : ‘A3 = string 
which appears strange (why does w appear in the explanation at all?). So the unification 
algorithm modified for type explanation does not perform path compression. Fig. 8(c) 
depicts what actually happens with our algorithm when y=“ha” causes the type vari- 
ables ‘Al, ‘A2 and ‘A3 to be instantiated to string. Every edge on the alias path 
rooted at ‘Al (the type of y) is reversed, and ‘Al is reassigned to point to string. 
Now the explanation for the type of z is: 
z : string 
= (y,z> . . . . . . gives z : ‘A2 = ‘Al 
= (y,“ha”) . . . gives y : ‘Al = string 
The next example is a slightly more developed example of aliasing: 
X=y; y=z; y=w; yq; z=‘lhas’ 
Fig. 9(a)-(d) depicts the changing type graph as four type variables are aliased to ‘Al 
(the type of y) and eventually instantiated to string (compatible with what is done 
in the usual unification algorithm). 
Assume x:‘AO, y:‘Al, z:‘A2. w:‘A3 
‘A0 x=y ‘A0 
(a) (b) Cc) 
After y=“ha” with (invalid) 
path compression 
After y=“ha” 
Fig. 8. Example of abasing: x=y ; y=z; z=w ; y=“ha” .
A final issue to consider is when aliasing is caused by the parallel traversal of two 
compound type graphs. For example: 
F x; F y; y=z; G u; G v; v=w; if true then F else G 
Fig. IO(a) depicts the type graph before the conditional is type checked. In particular 
the applications of F cause x and y’s type variables to be aliased, while the applications 
of G cause u and v’s type variables to be aliased. Type checking the conditional now 
requires the types of F and G to unify, resulting in Fig. lO( b) where the types of x 
and u are aliased. Recall from Fig. 4 that the explanations for the instantiations of ‘A3 
and ’ A4 were different, reflecting that they were located by the unification algorithm 
by following different instantiation paths. We can consider aliasing two variables as 
instantiating them both to a new third variable. Therefore in contrast to Fig. 4. in 
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(a) After x=y and y=z (b) After y=w 
(c) After y=u (d) After z=“ha” 
Fig. 9. Example of aliasing: x=y ; y=z; y=u; y=u; z=“ha” . 
Fig. 10(b) the aliasing edge between ‘Al and ‘A6 contains the location information 
for both type variables. 3 
Appendix B gives the unification algorithm modified to collect information for type 
explanation. Note that the reversing of aliasing edges is justified by the fact that the 
location information for both type variables involved is included in the explanation for 
the edge, and by the fact that the only time the algorithm combines explanations on 
edges into location information is when those edges lead from type variable nodes to 
type constructor nodes (the only place in the algorithm where addHist is called is in 
the final case). 
3 We omit the aliasing edge between ‘A2 and ‘A7 for reasons of space and clarity. 
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Assume F:‘AO. x:‘Al, y:‘A3, WAS, II ‘A6, v:‘A8 
‘A7 
(a) Before if true then Felse G 
(b) After if true then Felse G 
Fig. IO. Example of aliasing: F x; F y ; y=z; G u; G v; v=w; if true then F else G 
This unification algorithm does not tell the whole story, since there is no notion in the 
algorithm of filtering out duplicate explanations which have been already encountered. 
As in the explanations given earlier, this filtering process is left to the type explainer. 
This is a fairly routine exercise of checking for duplicates (using reference equality in 
ML to check for duplicates) while printing an explanation labelling a path in a type 
digraph. 
Although Fig. 8(b) demonstrates why path compression should not be performed 
before an aliased variable is bound, this is not an objection once the variable is bound. 
For example it would be valid in Fig. 8(c) to compress the paths from ‘AO, ‘A2 and 
’ A3 since the edges on these paths will no longer be reversed once ‘Al is instantiated. 
A suitable place in the algorithm to do this is in the call to addHist, which as we 
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have just noted is only called when the algorithm is applied to two types which are, 
or are aliased to, non-variable types. The full algorithm, presented in the next section, 
contains this optimization. 
5. Polymorphic aliasing 
Although the algorithm as provided is correct, pragmatically we need to consider 
other details in order to provide a usable output. Consider an example as simple as 
x=y, where x and y have types ‘A0 and ‘Al respectively, and = has polymorphic 
type ‘a * ) a -> boo1 (ignoring the fact that ‘a should really be an equality type 
variable). Although in the previous section we would have aliased 'A0 to 'Al, in reality 
we would instantiate ‘a with a new non-generic type variable ‘A2, with ‘A0 aliased to 
‘A2 which is then aliased to ‘Al. In this section we consider an approach to providing 
type explanations which are not unnecessarily cluttered with such intermediate type 
variables. 
We use ‘BO, ‘Bl, . . . to represent non-generic type variables which are introduced 
to instantiate a polymorphic type at the use site of a let-bound variable. We will refer 
to these ‘B’s as let-bound type variables, while we will refer to the ‘A’s as i-bound 
type variables. Then we define: 
A polymorphic alias path is a sequence of labelled directed edges r -% ‘Bt , 
‘Bi 3 ‘Bi+i for i = I,..., n - 1, some n 3 1, and ’ B, 3 r’, where each ei 
is an explanation, and r and r’ are any type expressions. 
The essential idea is that, whenever we have a polymorphic alias path r 3 ‘Bi -% 
e,, . . . + ‘Bn 2 r’, we use the explanation e,+t labelling the last edge in this path as 
the complete explanation for the relationship between t and r’. The type explainer prints 
an explanation for a polymorphic alias path precisely once while traversing that path, 
using as explanation that labelling the last edge on the path. Essentially a polymorphic 
alias path is treated as a single aliasing edge. 
To see why this is sufficient, consider the following example: 
‘A0 +?_ ‘BO 2 ‘Bi ?,+ ‘B2 s ‘Al 
where the type variables ‘BO and ‘Bl are being unified. If we choose to direct the 
aliasing edge from 'Bl to ‘BO, then the algorithm updates the explanation on the edge 
between ‘BO and ‘AO: 
‘A0 +% ‘BO ‘z ‘B1 & ‘B2 3 ‘Al 
The justification for this is that we are building a polymorphic alias path. Since the 
path only involves let-bound type variables, this must arise from applying a let-bound 
program variable to a let-bound program variable. Since applications are type checked 
“bottom-up”, the addition of an aliasing edge to this path must be labelled with an 
explanation term which is a superexpression of the explanations labelling the existing 
edges on the path. Relabelling the edges on the alias path ensures that the explanation 
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labelling the last edge is maximal. Note that for this reasoning to be valid, we must 
ensure that whenever an uninstantiated let-bound type variable is unified with a type 
which is not also a let-bound variable, the instantiating edge is directed from the let- 
bound type variable. In particular we must ensure that there is never an aliasing edge 
from a R-bound variable to an unbound let-bound variable. 
In addition to updating the edges on the polymorphic alias path rooted at ‘BO. it is 
also necessary to update the edges on the alias path rooted at ‘Bl, before or during 
path reversal: 
To understand why this is necessary, consider if subsequently ‘Al were instantiated, 
requiring the alias path rooted at ‘Al to be reversed. In the absence of the updating 
of the explanations on the polymorphic alias path rooted at makecode ‘Al, the result 
would be a polymorphic alias path rooted at ‘A0 with concluding edge labelled with 
explanation e4, giving an incomplete explanation for the aliasing of ‘A0 and ‘Al. 
It might be considered sufficient to update the polymorplzic alias path rooted at 
‘Bl in the example above, rather than walking over the alias path rooted at ‘Bl and 
updating each polymorphic alias path contained in that alias path. The example in 
Fig. 11 illustrates why this in insufficient. In Fig. 1 l(b), the aliasing of ‘BO to ‘A2 
causes the edge between ’ BO and ‘Al to be reversed; assume for the sake of argument 
that the explanation on this reversed edge is also updated in the process of instantiation. 
In Fig. 1 l(c), the aliasing of ‘A3 to ‘BO causes the explanation on the (‘BO, ‘A2) edge 
to be updated. Note that although the explanation on the ( ’ Al,'BO) is still e3, the 
explanation for the polymorphic alias path rooted at ‘Al is taken to be eJ. Then in 
Fig. 11 (d), the instantiation of ’ A0 leaves the wrong explanation on the last edge 
in the polymorphic alias paths rooted at ’ A2 and ‘A3 (the ( ‘BO,‘Al) edge should be 
updated with explanation e4). So when reversing alias paths, we must be sure to update 
the explanation on the last edge of any reversed polymorphic alias paths which are 
subpaths of the alias path. The ReverseAliasPath procedure discussed below does 
this. 
Table 1 considers the various possible cases. For example, in Case 2, ‘BO is equated 
to the ).-bound type variable ’ A0 as a result of type checking the expression e2. ’ BO is 
already aliased to ’ Bl as a result of type-checking the expression ei . The instantiation 
edge is directed from ‘BO to ’ AO, reversing any aliasing path rooted at ‘BO and 
updating the explanations on the alias path in the process with ez. 
As a concrete example, consider: 
fun curry f x y = f (x,y) 
curry : (('a*'b)->'c) -> 'a -> 'b -> 'c 
=: ‘a * ‘a -> boo1 
curry Cop => x y 
In this application of curry, let ‘BO, ‘Bl and ‘B2 be the type variables which instan- 
tiate ‘a, ‘b and ’ c in the type of curry, respectively, and ‘B3 be the type variable 
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(4 
-7 E3 
E4 I E4 
‘A2 ‘BO 
(b) Cd) 
Fig. Il. Example of invalid polymorphic alias path updating. 
which instantiates ‘a in the type of =. Fig. 12(a) shows the type graph after type 
checking the application (curry (op => >, with both ‘BO and ‘Bl aliased to ‘B3, and 
‘B2 instantiated to bool. 
Fig. 12(b) shows the type graph after type checking the application ((curry 
(op => > x1. In this case we follow the rule that whenever aliasing a let-bound 
type variable and a A-bound type variable, we direct the aliasing edge from the let- 
bound variable (‘BO) to the R-bound variable (‘AO). In so doing, we reverse the 
alias edge between ‘BO and ‘B3, updating the explanations labelling this edge in the 
process. 
Fig. 12(c) shows the type graph after type checking the application ( ((curry (op 
=> > x> y>. Once again, reversing the aliasing edges on the path between ‘A0 and 
‘Bl involves updating the explanations on these edges. 
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Table I 
Cases for the instantiation of a let-bound type variable. 
I. Let-hound uliased to let-hound. let-bound aliased to let-hound. Then we have: 
‘B1 +y FB()g ‘82 ?+ ‘B3 becomes 1 B1 2 ‘BO “- ‘B2 2 ‘B3 
2. Let-bound aliased to let-bound, i-hound. Then we have: 
3. Let-hound uliased to let-bound, constructor type. Then we have: 
‘Bl L ‘BO 2 tycon becomes ‘Bi 5, ‘BO 2 tycon 
4. Let-hound aliused to let-bound, let-hound uliased to i.-hound. Then we have: 
‘B1 ‘I ‘BO ‘2 ‘B2 -% ‘AObecomes JB1 2 ‘BO 2 ‘82 2 ‘A0 
5. Let-hound uliased to let-hound, let-hound aliased to constructor type. Then we have: 
‘Bl z ‘BO 2 ‘B2 2 tycon becomes ‘Bi 2 ‘BO 2 ‘B2 2 tycon 
6. Let-hound &used to i-bound, i-bound. 
‘A0 2 ‘Al 2 ‘BO 2 ‘A2 2 ’ A3 becomes 
‘A0 2 ‘Al +% ‘BO 2 ‘A2 G% ‘A3 
7. Let-hound uliused to i.-bound. constructor type. 
JAO +% ‘Al +% ‘BO 2 tyconbecomes ‘A0 A ‘Al ” ‘BO 2 tycon 
8. Let-hound to i-hound. let-hound to i-bound 
‘A0 +? ‘Al 2 ‘BO 2 ‘B1 ?+ ‘A2 becomes 
‘A0 2 ‘Al 2 ‘BO ?+ ‘B1 ‘- ‘A2 
9. Let-bound to d-hound. let-hound to constntctor type. 
‘A0 +? ‘Al 2 ‘BO 2 ‘Bl 2 tycon becomes 
‘A0 -% >A1 ?+ ‘BO 2 ‘B1 2 tycor, 
IO. Let-hound aliased to constructor type. i.-hound. 
tycon 6% ‘BO c ‘A0 becomes tycon 2 ‘BO s ‘A0 
Appendix C gives the complete unification algorithm supporting type explanation. 
Each step in the unification algorithm involves dereferencing two alias chains (possibly 
of zero length) rooted at the type vertices tyl and ty2. In the case where either 
or both is a variable, an instantiation must be performed. Assume for example that 
we want to assign tyl to ty2. We first reverse the alias path rooted at ty2, using 
ReverseAliasPath. tyl may be the root of a polymorphic alias path; we therefore 
use UpdatePolyAliasPath to update the explanations on the edges of any such edge. 
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c3 ‘A0 
1 I I 
‘BO - ‘Bl - ‘B2 
I I 
(a) After 
C”ny (=) 
(b) After 
CUlTy (=) x 
(c) After 
curry (=) x Y 
Fig. 12. Example of polymorphic aliasing: type of curry Cop =) after type checking curry Cop 5) x y. 
Finally ty2 is assigned a pointer to tyl. The following illustrates this example: 
‘A0 z ‘BO g ‘Bl 41-t ‘B2 -% ‘Al tyi is ‘BO, ty2 is ‘Bl 
‘A0 & ‘BO 2 ‘Bl & ‘B2 2 ‘Al after ReverseAliasPath 
‘A0 & ‘BO 2 ‘B1 &- ‘B2 A ‘Al after UpdatePolyAliasPath 
‘A0 += ‘BO & ‘Bi z ‘B2 & ‘Al after Bind 
When both types tyl and ty2 dereference to type constructor vertices, the addHist 
function traverses the alias paths rooted at tyl and ty2, in each case gathering the 
explanations in the path leading to the type constructor vertex. These explanations 
are added to the end of the list of explanations which has been gathered so far in 
reaching this vertex in the type tree being traversed by unification. addHist is also 
where the modified unification algorithm performs path compression. As the func- 
tion walks down the alias path, it resets each type variable node encountered to 
point to the type constructor vertex at the end. In the process it must also reset 
the explanations for vertices with the accumulated explanations for the compressed 
paths. 
Our discussion has so far avoided considering the possibility of compound explana- 
tions on edges in polymorphic alias paths. There are some non-trivial questions raised 
by this scenario: for example, when updating compound explanations on polymorphic 
alias edges, do we update the entire explanation or just the last explanation in that com- 
pound explanation? To motivate the answer to this, consider the example in Fig. 13, 
int X ‘BO 
(a) 
Q ‘A0 
F (3.x) / F(3.x) 
F (4.~) 
Fig. 13. Example of polymorphic aliasing with compound explanations. 
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for the code fragment: 
F (3, x); F (4, y); F (5' ') 
assuming the type declarations: 
F:'AO->'AO->'AO->'AO, x:'BO, y:'Ai, z:'A2 
Fig. 13(at(b) demonstrates an invalid explanation graph built as a result of the con- 
struction described so far. After the application F (3, x1, the type variable A0 in F's 
type is bound to the product int * ‘BO, with a let-bound type variable embedded 
within it. The application F (4, y> (Fig. 13(b)) aliases the type of x ( ‘BO) to that of 
y (‘Al). The explanation on this instantiation edge is a compound explanation contain- 
ing both F (3, x> and F (4, y). Finally the application F (5, z> causes ‘BO to be 
aliased to ‘A2, with the previous instantiation edge rooted at ‘BO reversed. Now since 
this edge is technically a polymorphic alias path, we must also update the explanation 
on this reversed edge. Doing this (as in Fig. 13(c)) leaves us in the (obviously wrong!) 
situation where the explanation for the aliasing of 'Al and ‘A2 does not even mention 
the program variable bound to ‘Al (y). 
The point demonstrated by this example is that, if a let-bound type variable becomes 
embedded in a type expression to which a A-bound type variable is instantiated, then 
our earlier assumption that let-bound type variables are instantiated as a polymorphic 
application is type-checked “bottom-up” no longer holds. In this example, the let- 
bound type variable ‘BO is instantiated twice, each time due to a completely separate 
application. In fact it is precisely to avoid this scenario that we earlier prohibited the 
direction of an aliasing edge from a A-bound type variable to a let-bound type variable. 
The difficulty here is that we are obtaining a similar effect due to the embedding of 
a let-bound type variable in a compound type expression to which a /I-bound type 
variable must be bound. However there is an obvious way to detect this situation when 
instantiating a let-bound type variable: since that variable is reached by walking over a 
type graph rooted at a A-bound type variable, it must be the case that the explanation 
labelling the instantiation edge is compound. So when we reverse an aliasing edge 
directed from a let-bound type variable, if that explanation is compound, then we 
do not perform any updating on the explanation on that edge. Furthermore the type 
explainer must print such an edge as a single explanation, rather than looking for the 
last edge in a polymorphic alias path. So we need to redefine what is meant by a 
polymorphic alias path: 
A polymorphic alias path is a sequence of labelled directed edges r a 'Bl, 
'Bi -% 'B;+l for i = l,..., n - 1, some nal, and 'B, -% z', where each 
ei is an explanation containing a single program fragment (i.e. no compound 
explanations), and r and r’ are any type expressions. 
Fig. 13(c)-(d) demonstrates the correct explanation graph constructed using this rea- 
soning. 
We must finally consider the case when a compound type explanation must la- 
bel an edge directed from a let-bound type variable, due to its being reachable from 
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Assume F:‘BO->‘BO->‘BO->‘BO, x:‘Bl, u:‘AO. v:‘Al 
‘BO (7 
F (3,x) 
(a) After F (3,x) (4,~) 
‘BO P 
F (3,x) 
'BO I! 
F (3.x) 
\ r > 
int X ‘Bl 
L t J 
F (3,x) F (3,x) 
F (3,x) (4,~) F (3.x) (4,~) (5,~) 
V 
‘A0 ‘Al 
(b) After F (3,x) (4.~) (5.~) 
c ‘BO 
F (3,x) 
int X 
I F (3,x) (4,~) 
int X ‘Bl 
-:I:‘- F (3.x) (4,~) (5,~) F (3,x) (4.~) (5.~) 
(c) After F (3.x) (4,~) (d) After F (3.x) (4.~) (5,~) 
Fig. 14. Example of polymorphic aliasing with compound explanations. 
another let-bound type variable. Fig. 14(a)-(b) presents a scenario which considers the 
problems, for the code fragment: 
F (3, x> (4, y) (5, z> 
with the type declarations: 
F:‘BO->‘BO->‘BO->‘BO, x:‘Bl, y:‘AO, z:‘Al 
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In this case, F is a let-bound program variable and the polymorphic application is 
being type checked bottom-up. Type checking the application F (3, x) instantiates 
‘BO with the product type int * ‘Bl. Continuing with the rest of the application, 
type checking F (3, x> (4, y) aliases ‘Bi to ‘AO. Finally the application F (3, x> 
(4, y) (5, z) directs an aliasing edge from ’ Bi to ’ Al, reversing the direction of 
the aliasing edge between ‘Bi and ‘AO. According to the reasoning deduced from the 
previous example, we should not update the explanation on this edge while performing 
this reversing. 
Although the resulting explanation graph is not technically wrong, it does have the 
unsatisfactory property that the explanation for the aliasing of ‘A0 and ‘Al men- 
tions three program fragments, F (3, x1, F (3, xl (4, y), and F (3, x> (4, y> 
(5, z>, when only the last of these is really necessary. Preventing this form of redun- 
dancy was exactly the motivation for considering polymorphic alias paths in the first 
place. We refer to this as the problem of deep polymorphic diusing. 
There is a simple modification that avoids this problem. We note that the problem 
arises because a let-bound type variable is instantiated in the process of traversing a 
type graph rooted at another let-bound type variable. In the example in Fig. 14, ‘Bl is 
embedded in the type graph rooted at ‘BO, and is instantiated as a result of unification 
being called on a type expression containing ‘BO. Define a polymorphic path to be 
a sequence {TV 4 ri 1 i = 1,. . ,tz}, where r1 is a let-bound type variable, ri+l E 
FV(zj) for every i = 1, . . , n - 1, and the single node in ei occurs after every node 
in e; in a post-order traversal of the abstract syntax tree, i = 2,. . , n. Then we follow 
the rule that, when instantiating a type variable which is reached from a let-bound 
type variable along a polymorphic path, we only record the expression that caused 
the unification. In particular we omit the history list from the explanation; as a result, 
reversing a polymorphic alias path rooted at the embedded let-bound type variable ( ‘Bi 
in the above example) will involve updating the explanation on the reversed alias edge. 
Fig. 14(c)-(d) demonstrates this for the previous example, where the aliasing of ‘A0 
to ‘Al is explained by the single program fragment F (3, x> (4, y> (5, z) 
To understand this rule more fully, consider the following two program fragments: 
F (3, x1 (3, (4, y>> (3, (4, (5, z>>) 
and 
F (3, x>; x = (4, y>; X = (4, (5, Z)) 
under the following type declarations: 
F:‘BO->‘BO->‘BO->‘BO, x:‘AO, y:‘Bl, z:‘B2 
Both program fragments give rise to the same type graphs. However the explana- 
tions aliasing the instantiation edges are very different, reflecting the fact that the en- 
try points into the type graphs are different when type checking the two program 
fragments. Pig. 15(a) gives the type graph rooted at ‘BO after type checking the 
! ‘BO Cl ‘BO 
first of these code fragments. The unification algorithm is called three times, for 
the three applications F (3, x1, F (3, xl (3, (4, y>) and F (3, x1 (3, (4, 
y>> (3, (4, (5, z> > 1. The entry point in each case into the type graph is ‘BO, so 
in each case only the current program fragment is used to label the instantiation edges 
which are added. Fig. 15(b) gives the type graph rooted at ‘BO after type checking the 
second of these code fragments. Although the type graphs are the same in both cases. 
the explanations on the instantiation edges are very different. In the second case. for the 
latter two calls to the unification algorithm, the entry point into the type graph is ’ AO. 
so in both cases the instantiation edges which are added are labelled with compound 
type explanations explaining the path that was followed in the type graph to obtain that 
instantiation. 
As another example of the implications of this approach. consider the code fragment: 
x = (4, H); F (3, G) x (5, J> 
under the type declarations: 
x:‘AO, F:‘BO->‘BO->‘BO, G:‘Bl, H:‘B2, J:‘B3 
AssumeF:‘BO->‘BO->‘BO->‘BO. x:‘AO, y:‘Bl. z:‘B? 
F (3,x) I: int X ‘A0 ,+ 
F (3,x) (3.(4, yN x = (4.Y) 
Y 
int X ‘Bl int X ‘Bl 
F (3.x) (3,(4,y)) !3,(4.(5.2))) x = (4.Y) 
x = (4.(5.2)) 
” Y 
int X 
(a) After F (3.x) (3,CJ.y)) (3L4.G.d)) (b, After F (3.x). x=&y): x=(4,(5.z)) 
Fig. 15. The effect of the entry variable type on edge explanations. 
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Assume x:‘AO, F:‘BO->‘BO->‘BO ->‘BO 
G:‘Bl, H:‘B2, J:‘B3 
c , 
0 int I 
x = (4.H) 
F (3,G) x 
x = (4,H) 
I I 
Fig. 16. An alias path which is not a polymorphic alias path. 
Assume F:‘BO->‘BO-P’BO ->‘BO, G:‘Bl ->‘Bl, H:‘BZ, I:‘B3, x:‘AO 
(a) F WI [31 (G x1 (b) F NH11 [G WI 
Fig. 17. Examples of polymorphic aliasing with compound explanations 
Fig. 16 gives the type graph resulting from type checking this code fragment. In 
particular the edges ’ B3 - ’ Bl - ‘B2 do not form a polymorphic alias path, 
because of the compound explanation on the ‘B3 -+ ‘Bl edge. 
Fig. 17 considers two final examples of deep polymorphic aliasing. These examples 
illustrate some subtle points which are developed more formally in [ 131. Fig. 17(a) 
illustrates that the explanation on an embedded polymorphic alias edge is not neces- 
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sarily a superterm of the explanation on the polymorphic alias edge along which the 
embedding term was reaching. There may be further updating of the latter edge after 
the former edge has been inserted with its explanation. Fig. 17(b) illustrates the case 
where an embedded polymorphic alias edge is inserted. In this case the explanation 
on the embedded edge must be an application which contains the two explanations as 
rator and rand. Note that further processing may cause the scope of the explanation 
on the embedded polymorphic alias edge to be expanded. The general case for deep 
polymorphic aliasing is formalized in [ 131. 
6. Type explanation with other unification algorithms 
We have consciously chosen to use a graph-based implementation of Robinson’s 
original unification algorithm, as given in Appendix A. We refer to this algorithm as 
naive yraph unijcation. We have chosen to use this algorithm because it is simple, 
so that the extensions for type explanation can be clearly described and motivated, 
and because it is by far the most widely used implementation of unification [34]. 
For example, ANU ML, Standard ML of New Jersey, Edinburgh ML, Yale Haskell, 
Glasgow Haskell, Gofer and CAML Light all use naive graph unification. This is also 
true of the logic programming community. Prolog compiler technology is essentially 
based on compiling the naive graph unification algorithm given in Appendix A [2]. 
Naive graph unification is based on unifying type graphs. In theory its worst-case 
complexity is exponential, due to the occurs check and the retraversal of shared sub- 
graphs. However the kinds of examples which exhibit this exponential complexity do 
not arise in practice [34]. This fact is evident from the spectacular success of type 
inference in ML and Haskell. Experience with Haskell compilers suggests that the real 
issue in implementing type inference is the implementation of substitution [46]. Naive 
graph unification only merges two vertices where one of these is a variable vertex. The 
graph unification algorithm in Appendix D avoids the theoretical exponential blow-up 
in naive graph unification by merging any pair of vertices which are unified, and the 
children of those vertices. This algorithm was proposed independently by Baxter [5.6] 
and by Huet [23]. Huet also considered the extension of this algorithm to unifying 
infinite terms. Although neither algorithm has ever been published, several very simi- 
lar algorithms have been published in tutorials and surveys [34, 1,271. The algorithm 
presented in Appendix D is based on the description given by Knight [27]. 
The algorithm is based on a well-known method for checking the equivalence of 
finite-state automata, using the UNION-FIND algorithm to merge equivalent states 
[50]. In this case states correspond to vertices in the type graph, while state transitions 
correspond to descendant edges [14] between parent and child vertices. Recursion is 
triggered in the case where two type constructor vertices are merged. In this case n 
subtrees are removed by merging, and IZ subtrees are traversed recursively, giving an 
overall linear complexity for graph traversal. The remaining source of complexity is 
in the implementation of the UNION and FIND operations for merging equivalent 
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states. UNION can be implemented as a constant time operation which sets the parent 
pointer of one vertex to point to the other vertex. Load balancing and path compression 
can then be used to achieve an O(n . G(n)) amortized time complexity for the FIND 
operations, where G(n) is the inverse of Ackerman’s function. Part of the reason for the 
non-exponential behaviour of the algorithm is that the occurs check is postponed until 
the end of the algorithm; the occurs check is then the standard linear-time depth-first- 
search-based acyclicity check for directed graphs [49]. The Baxter/Huet algorithm thus 
is O(n . G(n)), which means that for all practical purposes it is linear. Furthermore, as 
can be seen by comparing Appendix A and Appendix D, it is similar enough in some 
of the details to the familiar naive graph unification algorithm to be fairly accessible 
to implementors. Finally the Baxter/Huet algorithm also has the useful property that it 
is applicable to the unification of infinite terms [23]. 
Asymptotically linear algorithms have also been proposed in the literature. Actu- 
ally two different algorithms were developed independently and contemporaneously: 
Martelli and Montanari’s linear-time algorithm [28] and Paterson and Wegman’s algo- 
rithm [40,12]. The first of these was never published. Since the latter is the only algo- 
rithm whose description is available in the published literature [40,12], we concentrate 
on Paterson and Wegman’s algorithm. This algorithm can be viewed as an extension 
of the Baxter/Huet graph unification algorithm, where the next pair of vertices to be 
merged is chosen such that those vertices are not accessible from the remaining ver- 
tices in the graph. This leads to a considerable complication in the algorithm, including 
parent pointers on vertices, unified vertices needing to be deleted, and two traversals 
required of the graphs to be unified, before unzjication, to unset various markers [19]. 
The conventional wisdom among implementors of ML and Haskell type-checkers is 
that the Paterson-Wegman algorithm is impractical for type inference. Any asymptoti- 
cally optimal performance from the algorithm is swamped by the overhead of initializ- 
ing and manipulating very complicated data structures, for unification problems which 
are invariably small and frequent. The only place where we have found an application 
of this algorithm in type-checking is in the signature-matching code for the Standard 
ML of New Jersey compiler [3]. This algorithm is only called once in the elaboration 
of an entire module, and was intended to deal with very large functor applications. 
Even the implementors of this signature-matching code consider the use of Paterson- 
Wegman in type inference a dubious proposition (D. MacQueen, G. Morrisett, personal 
communications). As already noted, SML/NJ uses the simple and familiar naive graph 
unification algorithm for type inference. Some indication of the difference in the scale 
of complexity between this algorithm and Paterson-Wegman may be gauged from the 
size of the files containing the respective algorithms. 
Martelli and Montanari have proposed another almost-linear-time unification algo- 
rithm [29] (Unfortunately, since this algorithm was published, it is frequently con- 
fused with their earlier algorithm and incorrectly referred to as “linear”.) Both the 
Baxter/Huet algorithm and the Paterson-Wegman algorithm merge vertices using the 
UNION-FIND algorithm, using parent pointers to point to representative vertices for 
equivalence classes (the latter avoids the need to chase down long alias paths by a 
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suitable ordering of the vertices which are merged). We refer to these, and to naive 
graph unification, as gruph algorithms. The Martelli-Montanari algorithm avoids the 
use of pointers by using multisets of variables. Whereas the other algorithms manip- 
ulate graphs, this algorithm manipulates multisets of nzultiequutions, S = M, where S 
is a multiset of variables and A4 a multiset of type constructor vertices. Essentially. in 
a multiequation of the form {cyr.. . , x,} = {z}, the multiset of variables { ~1,. . . x,, } 
represents an equivalence class of merged vertices in the graph being unified. The 
algorithm merges such multiequations where the left-hand sides share variables, and 
reduces the result to a multiset of multiequations, all of this form. The linear behaviour 
of the algorithm comes from “selecting at each step a multiequation in such a way that 
no substitution ever has to be applied’ 129, p. 2711. The non-linear behaviour comes 
from the merging of variable lists when merging multiequations; since a variable con- 
tains a pointer to its multiequation, this requires a resetting of this pointer for each 
variable in a multiequation which is deleted. 
Martelli and Montanari cite a study by Trum and Winterstein (unfortunately, again. 
unpublished and not available in the literature [5 11) which apparently demonstrates that 
overall their algorithm fares better than either BaxteriHuet or Paterson-Wegman. De- 
spite this, their algorithm has never been implemented in a production-quality ML or 
Haskell compiler. Martelli and Montanari note [29. p. 2801 that the BaxteriHuet algo- 
rithm performs the best in the situation where there is a high probability of unification 
failing due to a clash of type constructors. Our experience with ML type inference. in 
the context of using ML both for education and for research, suggests that this is by 
far the most likely scenario when using ML type inference.” 
We conclude by mentioning the algorithm of Corbin and Bidoit [ 11,341. Although 
Corbin and Bidoit’s algorithm is offered as a “rehabilitation” of Robinson’s original 
algorithm, the data structures for their RG2 algorithm are actually somewhat similar to 
those for BaxteriHuet. In particular arbitrary vertices are merged during unification, not 
just variable vertices and other vertices. In contrast to BaxteriHuet, Corbin and Bidoit 
perform the occurs check during unification, using a stamping scheme for vertices to 
avoid the (theoretical) exponential blow-up associated with the occurs check in the 
naive unification algorithm. The resulting algorithm has quadratic complexity. Equiva- 
lence classes of vertices are implemented using the UNION-FIND algorithm. The FIND 
operation is simplified by not incorporating load balancing or path compression. Corbin 
and Bidoit also compare the actual measured performance of Martelli-Montanari’s 
almost-linear algorithm [29] (MM) with the applicative unification algorithm given in 
Section 2 (RT), the naive graph unification algorithm given in Appendix A 5 (RGl ). 
‘The author and others, have observed the phenomenon wherein ML programmers treat the type-checker 
as a demanding but reliable “program verifier”. Rather than understand all of the types for their program, 
they exhibit a preference for using the type-checker to automate thts process. 
’ Actually RGI is naive graph unification with Corbin and Bidoit’s stamping scheme for avoiding repeated 
occurs checks. RGl is still theoretically exponential, due to repeated traversal of shared terms. The algorithm 
for type explanation given in Appendix C is completely independent of the implementation of the occurs 
check. and so can also be considered as a redesign of RGI for type explanation. 
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and their algorithm as described above (RG2). They report that: 
Not surprisingly, given Sansom’s results from profiling GHC [46], RT performs 
significantly slower than all of the other algorithms. 
RG2 is actually faster than MM on all “real” problems for which they gathered 
performance data. 
RGl (which in theory has exponential complexity) in practice is competitive 
with MM. This observation can be attributed to the fact that problems that cause 
exponential complexity do not arise in practice, and that RGl has a considerably 
simpler implementation. 
We now consider how our approach to type explanation can be adapted to these 
algorithms. We first of all clarify why it is useful to add type explanation to any of 
these algorithms. Herbrand [20] provided the original and most general characteriza- 
tion of unification, in terms of solving equations over a free term algebra. All of the 
algorithms discussed in this section essentially compute such a solution, in terms of 
a set of equations of the form E = z. The graph algorithms implement variables as 
pointers (heap cells), as discussed in Section 2. The Martelli-Montanari algorithm [29] 
groups such equations together into multiequations and represents these multiequations 
explicitly. However the solution computed by the algorithm is still understood as a 
solution to a system of equations [29, p. 2641. In another paper [ 131, we provide a 
formalization of type explanation which is used to verify the algorithm provided in 
Appendix C. This formalization is based on abstracting the output of unification as a 
set of equations, and as such is applicable to all of the algorithms considered in this 
section. We now consider the practical implications of adapting our type explanation 
algorithm, based on naive graph unification, to one of these algorithms. 
We refer to the algorithms of Baxter, Huet, Paterson-Wegman, and Corbin-Bidoit 
as the oertex-merging algorithms. For the case of the vertex-merging algorithms, the 
adaptation for type explanation is fairly straightforward. The only aspect of these algo- 
rithms which introduces fresh complications is the merging of type constructor vertices. 
Fig. 18(a) considers the type graph constructed as a result of type checking the code 
fragment: 
F x; G y; if true then F else G; F 3 
under the type declarations: 
F:‘AO, x:‘Al, G:‘A3, y:‘A4 
The corresponding type explanation for the type of F is: 6 
F : ‘Al -> ‘BO 
F x . . . . . . . . . . . . gives F : ‘A0 = ‘Al -> ‘BO 
6 The return types of function applications are initially let-bound variables. We have avoided stating this 
minor point, and only mention it here to justify the fact that type explanation does not bother unfolding 
‘BO any further. In reality we expect this variable to be instantiated to something else, even if this is only 
a generic type variable after generalization. 
Assume F:‘AO. x:‘Al, G:‘A?-, y:‘.43 
F x: G y; 
if true then F else G 
FX 
________.--~--______ 
,’ -. GY 
F x: G y; if tme then F else G 
F x; G y; if w_wz; F 3 
(a) Without Merge Path Revcrsal 
I 
‘A0 F x; G y; 
if tme then F else G 
Fx +------- ,’ -. I -. GY 
V L! Y 
I 
~ \ 
lL_l_L 
i L__________i 
F x; G y; if true then F else G 
Fx.F3 F x; G y: if true then F else G 
(b) With Merge Path Reversal 
Fig. 18. Merge path reversal with BaxteriHuet unification. 
F : 'A4 -> 'BO 
G y . . . . . . . . . . . . gives G : 'A2 = 'A3 -> 'Bl 
if true . . . . . . . . gives x : 'Al = 'A3 
F : int -:, 'BO 
F 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . gives y : 'A3 = int 
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This explanation is consistent with the formal definition of type explanations given 
in [13] (where the output of unification is formalized as a constraint set), since the 
algorithms of Baxter/Hue& Paterson-Wegman and Corbin-Bidoit all only operate on 
“one-level terms” [29] with equations of the form (x = t(Pi,. . . ,pn). Therefore the 
above explanation is consistent with the following equation set: 
'A0 = !~,a= 'Al-+ 'BO,'A2 =/(B = 'A3 + 'Bi,cc=b,'A3 =y,y= int 
We see that, rather than making type explanations any easier, these algorithms actually 
complicate the picture even further. This is entirely to be expected. To be usable, 
the output of type explanation must be reasonably intuitive and easy to understand, 
even for novice programmers. This is possible with naive graph unification precisely 
because the algorithm is so simple. With these asymptotically superior graph unification 
algorithms, the more complicated processing of the algorithm is reflected in the more 
convoluted and unintuitive type explanations. 
The following approach, which is a generalization of the approach in Section 4, 
fixes the implementation of the Baxter/Huet and Corbin-Bidoit algorithms to provide 
a more intuitive explanation in this case. We call a sequence of instantiation edges 
Z] -+ 52 + ‘. . + Tn, where each r; is a type constructor vertex, a merge path. A 
variable alias path is a sequence of edges CI~ ---) ~2 -+ . . + a,. An alias path is a 
sequence of merge paths and variable alias paths (PI,. . . , pk ), where the last vertex 
in pi is connected by an instantiation edge to the first vertex in pi+ 1, and where it is 
not the case that pi and pi+, are both variable alias paths or are both merge paths, 
for any i < k. The definitions of the vertex-merging algorithms ensure that, if pk is 
a variable alias path, then k = 1. Let pi, 1 61’62, be the first merge path in such an 
alias path (assuming there is one). The Drref operation (which implements FIND in 
UNION-FIND) now performs the following: 
1. Find the first and last vertices in pi, call these u and c’ respectively. 
2. Reverse the edges on the merge path rooted at D. 
3. Set v’s instantiation edge to point to the previous sink of the destination edge for 
c”. 
Note that whereas the reversal of edges in a variable alias path is done during UNION, 
the reversal of edges in a merge path must be done during FIND. Fig. 18(b) demon- 
strates the result of this on the example given earlier. We now have the following 
explanation for the type of F: 
F: 'Al -> 'BO 
F x . . . . . . . . . . . . gives F : 'A0 = 'Al -> 'BO 
F : int -> 'BO 
F 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . gives x : 'Al = int 
The Baxter/Huet algorithm relies crucially on path compression for its asymptotic per- 
formance. Our algorithm demonstrates that, although path compression does not have 
to be omitted altogether, it must be used carefully in order to preserve the correctness 
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of the explanations. In particular, it can only be used for the case of traversing a vari- 
able alias path whose last vertex points to a merge path (since edge reversal is done 
by FIND for merge paths). Omitting path compression entirely from the BaxteriHuet 
algorithm leaves it with an O(n logn) complexity. 
The issues and algorithm adaptations provided in Sections 3 and 5 remain equally 
relevant to the Paterson-Wegman algorithm. This algorithm appears to avoid the issues 
discussed in Section 4, by only considering equations between type graph vertices 
which are no longer reachable. However it is not clear to the authors how it could 
be modified, analogous to the discussion above, to provide more intuitive explanations 
with merging of type constructor vertices. On the other hand, as we have noted, the 
use of Paterson-Wegman in type inference is not a serious proposition, because of its 
very high overhead. 
Section 3 and 5 are equally relevant to Martelli and Montanari’s almost-linear-time 
algorithm. The issue of variable aliasing in Section 4 does not appear immediately 
relevant, since equivalence classes of variables are represented by multiequations of 
the form {xi,. . , a,,} = {z} and {xi,. . r,,} = {} (bound and unbound, respectively). 
However, we still need to keep track of the reasons for the aliasing of two variables, 
Martelli and Montanari represent the left-hand sides of multiequations as lists of vari- 
ables, so it appears plausible that we store this part of the type explanation with the 
links in these lists. This is exactly how aliasing information is stored in our type expla- 
nation algorithm. Martelli and Montanari also suggest [29, p. 2761 that the 0( 171 log nr ) 
complexity of merging variable lists (and resetting multiequation pointers ) could be 
reduced to O(m . G(m)) by using UNION-FIND trees rather than lists to represent the 
left-hand sides of multiequations. The results of Section 4 demonstrate that this opti- 
mization is not available in an implementation of Martelli-Montanari which supports 
type explanation. 
7. Conclusion 
We have presented an algorithm for explaining type reconstruction in statically typed 
languages such as ML and Haskell, where type information is implicit in the program. 
We expect implicit typing and type reconstruction to play an important role in the 
design and implementation of scripting languages (such as TCL and Python), which 
are increasingly popular but are so far untyped. Our modified type inference algorithm 
can play a useful role in programming environments for such languages. 
It is straightforward to extend the algorithm to a type system with circular types 
[1,25]. In this case the occurs check is omitted from the unification algorithm. so 
that type graphs are no longer necessarily acyclic; the unification algorithm must now 
perform loop checking while traversing a type graph. As originally observed by Huet 
[23], the almost-linear algorithm in Appendix D is easily adaptable to circular types, 
by omitting the separate pass of the algorithm which performs the cycle check. The 
previous section demonstrated how this algorithm could be extended to deal with type 
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explanation. On the other hand, circular types have been criticized for masking static 
typing errors which would be detected by the occurs check in unification [24]. It is 
not yet generally agreed whether they are worth the extra complication. 
It may perhaps be more interesting to try extending this algorithm to Haskell type 
classes, where the unification algorithm is augmented with a constraint solver for re- 
solving the use of overloaded symbols [ 16,361. As discussed below, based on our 
experience with implementing the type explanation algorithm in the Standard ML of 
New Jersey compiler [3, 151, we do not believe that Haskell classes introduce any 
material complications into our approach to type explanation. In this case overload 
resolution is an operation which succeeds type inference, ensuring that the type set 
membership constraints accumulated during type inference are satisfiable [ 16,361. On 
the other hand, in [38] it is shown that with a sufficiently rich combination of over- 
loading and parameteric polymorphism, it might actually be useful to have some type 
variables instantiated as a result of overload resolution. Extending our algorithm to this 
situation would lead to an interesting combination of type explanations, where instanti- 
ation edges for some type variables would be labelled by explanations for the overload 
resolutions which lead to those instantiations. The type inference algorithm described 
by Ophel et al. [38] is implemented in a different compiler (ANU ML extended with 
parametric overloading) from that used to implement the type explainer (SML/NJ), so 
a direct extension of our implementation is not possible. This remains a topic for future 
work. 
Another direction to consider for this algorithm is in debugging environments for 
logic programming languages such as Prolog and CLP(R), where unification drives the 
computation. In fact the Warren Abstract Machine for efficient Prolog implementations 
is essentially a compilation of the naive graph unification algorithm of Appendix A into 
abstract machine code [2]. It might also be useful to consider extending this approach to 
explaining unification to higher-order unification algorithms. A practical example would 
be extending it to /$-unification [30]. Qian [44] has described a linear-time algorithm 
for /&-unification, based on the unpublished linear-time first-order unification algorithm 
due to Martelli and Montanari [28]. Although an efficient and practical implementation 
of /&-unification is still an open research problem [17,35], one possible avenue to 
pursue is an adaptation of the more practical almost-linear-time algorithm provided by 
Martelli and Montanari [29] 
Finally, unification is also used in several other tools besides type-checkers. The 
Centaur programming environment [9] compiles specifications of language semantics 
in natural semantics style [26] into Prolog programs. Since, as noted, Prolog compi- 
lation is based on compiling naive graph unification into abstract machine code, our 
approach is immediately applicable to providing debugging support in such a program- 
ming environment. The PSG system [4] is based on checking the static semantics of 
a program by generating a “context relation”’ [47] in a bottom-up fashion from an 
‘A context relation is a mapping from each vertex of an abstract syntax tree to the set of attributes of 
that vertex. represented by a (possibly non-ground) term in an order-sorted free algebra. 
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abstract syntax tree. Order-sorted unification is used in a crucial way in this construc- 
tion. Order-sorted unification is similar in spirit to (although more complicated than ) 
the constraint-solving unification algorithm used in Haskell type inference [37.36. 161. 
So our unification algorithm for type explanation provides a possible extension to the 
PSG system with debugging support. 
A prototype of this algorithm has been implemented in the type-checker for the Stan- 
dard ML of New Jersey compiler, ~0.93 [3,7]. The design of the algorithm benefited 
critically from practical experience with this implementation. Based on experience with 
this prototype. the type explainer has been completely reimplemented in the SMLiNJ 
compiler (~108 as of July 1995). Modulo some obvious differences of scale, the uni- 
fication algorithm used in the SMLMJ compiler is exactly the same as the algorithm 
described in Appendix A, while our reimplementation of this unification algorithm for 
type explanation is exactly the same as the algorithm described in Appendix C. Lan- 
guage features such as weak type variables and equality types do not materially affect 
the algorithm, and (as noted above) we believe based on this experience that the same 
is also true for Haskell type classes. The only major complication introduced in unifica- 
tion is the treatment of user-defined type variables, while the major complication with 
the type inference algorithm is in the generalization operation for polymorphic types. 
Both of these complications arise because of the need to maintain certain aliasing paths 
uncompressed during type inference (as explained in some detail in Section 4). We 
provide more details on this and other aspects of the practical implementation and use 
of this algorithm in a sequel paper [15]. 
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Appendix A. DAG unification in ML 
This appendix provides a realistic implementation of the unification algorithm as used 
in most ML and Haskell type-checkers. In this implementation variables are represented 
as references and substitution is implemented by assignment, as described in Section 2. 
This gives rise to a directed acyclic graph (DAG) representation for types. 
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datatype ‘0 option = NONE ) SOME of ‘a 
fun app f [ I = 0 
( app J’ (.Y::.Ys) = ( f’ s; app J’ .YS ) 
fun zip [I [I = 11 
( Zip (X::.YS) (J’::J’S) = (X,J’)::(Zip SS J’S) 
datatype 1~ = fwon of { tyonwrinq, tyarqsxy list } ) tyvar of (TV option) reJ’ 
fun Due/’ (fyar (?yt$ as reJ’ (SOME (ty as tyvar ty ’ ))I) = ( ty := !tw ’ ; Deref ty ) 
/ Deref @war (r,w as ref (SOME ty))) = t? 
1 DereJ’ ty = tJ 
IO 
exception Abort 
fun 
I 
fun 
and 
I 
I 
I 
OccursCheck tyv (tyun { Tyson=_, tyarqs=types, . . . )) =upp (fu t = > OmmCheck tvo (Derej‘ 1)) types 
OccursCheck rvc (tyrar (tyv ’ as re/’ NONE)) = if tJx = tyv I then raise Abort else 0 
20 
Vnifj, t_vl ty2 = ChziJ.ti’ (Dewi tyl) (Deref ty2) 
Unqj’ (tyl as ty:ar (tycarl as reJ‘ NONE)) (ty2 as tyvar (fxvar2 as re/’ NONE)) = 
if trvarl = t~wr2 then () else tyvurl := SOME ty2 
Un$ (tyl as twar (tj,carZ as reJ’ NONE)) (ty.? as tworr -) = 
( OccursCheck tvvarI t?;7; twarl := SOME t-r-7 ) 
VniJj,’ (t!I as t&on _) (ty2 & txvur (f>,var_’ as r<f’ NONE)) = 
( OccursCheck fyvar2 t!,l; t_war2 := SOME tyl ) 
c1nq.i’ &con {tycon=t~c~,tyarys=t~pesl,. . .}I (tycon {t~c~o~z=t~~~Z,t~arq.s=types2,. . .}) = 
if tl~l = tyc2 then app (fn ltl,t2) => lh~~i fl t2) (zip types1 t>,pes2) else raise Abort 30 
Appendix B. Unification algorithm supporting type explanation 
In this appendix we provide the unification algorithm modified to support type ex- 
planation. This algorithm does not properly support polymorphic aliasing (as discussed 
in Section 5). The full algorithm. including support for polymorphic aliasing and with 
path compression, is given in Appendix C. 
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datatype Tyvar = Tl,car of { tw.~pl:(t~ * Tvexphin) option, r~r:name:.striny, proyvar:striny } 
and Tye.splain = EsphinAlius of E.uplainPalh * EzpluinPoth * Ah.s~~t 
1 E.vpluinlnstan of ExpluinPath + Ah.gv~ 
and ty = ~JXYJ~ of { t~wn:.striny, l~urys:t~ list } 1 r~wtr of T~rtrr rrf 
withtype E.@tinPath = (Trr!ar reJ’) list 
fun Drrqf’ (t~wtr (tyr as rcf (Tvcur {t~e.qtl=Sorve (t,v’,_),. .}))) = Drrrf t>” 
i Dcwf lj’ = t> 
fun OrcursChrck tw (t,vcon {ryurys-types,. . .}) = app (fn t = > OccursChrck lyr (Dewf I)) z~pes 
( OccursChr~~k tyr% (r?.var (tyr ’ as ref (Tvoar { t~vsp/=None,. . .}))) = if tyr = tyc ’ then raise Abort else () 
(+ Build a list of type vars in alias path from root, with prefix history *) 
(* addHist : (history:ExplainPath) -> (root:ty) -> ExplainPath *) 
?(I 
(* Bind type var “tyv” to “ty”, with explanation “explain” *) 
fun Bind (t~rnr (~II> as reJ’ (Twar {r.w.~p/=_,t~cname=A,proy~w=s,. .}))) ty e.yplain = 
( /VI’ := T\wr {t~~e.up[=Some(t~~,e.uplain),f~~nar,} ) 
(* Reverse the direction of edges in alias path rooted at “root” *) 
(* ReverseAliasPath : (root:ty) -> unit *) 
fun 
fun 
Un$v’ tj,l histl (~2 hist2 tm = UntJ!’ ’ t~,l (Dewf txl) hisrl lx.? (Dcret’ ty2) hist2 tm 
Uniji,' I rxl (l~wr ljwtrl) hisll !,‘_ 1 (t.war t.war2) hist2 tm = 30 
if tl~rarl = t.wur2 then 0 else (RererseAliusParh (~1; Bind ty/ 
Un&’ ’ 1~1 (l.wtr t?.rurl) histl (~2 (ty2’ as lycon _) _ tm = 
tj’ 2 (EsplainAlius (hi.vll,Iri,st_‘,tnt)) ) 
( OccnrsChwk t~rarl (~2 ; ReoerseAliasPath tyl; Bind (~1 (~2 (E.xplainInstun (histl,tm)) ) 
Lbrit:v’ ’ ty1 (tyl’ as l~con -) _ ty-7 (t_vaur tynur2) hist2 lm = 
( OcctrrsCheck twur2 lrl ’ ; RecerseAliusPath f.v2; Bind t?;l (~1 (E.~plainlnstan (hist2,tm)) ) 
Lbf iJj ’ ’ lyl (t~cun {t~~on=t~c~l,t~ary.s=t~pesl,. })hisfl tj.2 (txcon {tpcon=l~~c2,rwtrys=t?prs_7,. .}) hlst2 tm= 
if tj~l = 1~~2 
then app (fn (tl,t?) => UniJj’ tl (addHist histl tjal) l-7 (addHist hist2 (~2) tm) (rip t~~pe.sl r~,;w:G) 
else raise Ahort 
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Appendix C. The full unification algorithm with type explanation 
In this appendix we provide the complete code for the unification algorithm modified 
for explaining type inference. 
datatype ‘a option = NONE / SOME of ‘u 
datatype Tvvar = Tyvar of { tyexpl : ( ty * Tyexplain ) option, 
tyvname : string, 
progvar : string, 
poly : hool 
) 
and Tyexphin = E.xplainAlias of E.xpluinPath * ExplainPath * Ahsyn 10 
I Explainlnstan of E.xplainPath * Absyn 
I E.xplainPath of ExplainPath * Tvexplain (* for compressed paths *) 
and ty = tycon of { t~orz : string, tyargs : ty list } 1 tyvar of Twar rej’ 
withtype ExplainPath = ( Tyvar ref ) list 
exception Abort 
(* Stamp: Absyn -> int gives post-order traversal number of a node in the 
abstract syntax tree *) 
fun app f I I = 0 1 app f (x::xs) = ( f’ s; app f xs ) 
fun zip [ 1 11 = II / zip (x::.xs) (y::ys) = (x,y)::(zip xs ys) 
fun all p I = List.revjold (fn (x,b) => b andalso p x) I true 
fun isPo[vEdge (tyvar tv) = isPo@Edge’ tc 
/ isPolyEdge _ = false 
and isPolyEdge’ (rej’ (Tyvar {tyexpl=SOME (_,e.rpl),poly=true,. .})) = isPol.vE.xpl e.xpl 
/ isPolyEdge’ _ = jillse 
and isPolyExpl expl = case expl of 
fun 
I 
fun 
fun 
I 
ExplainAlius (1 I,[ I,_) = > true 
1 Explainlnstan ([ I,-) = > true 
I ExplainPath (path,expl) => (all isPolyEdge’ path) andalso (isPolyExp1 expl) 
1 _ = > ,jal.se 
Deref’ (tyvar (ref (Tyvar{tyexpl=SOME(ty, expl),...})). root, (poly)= 
Deref ’ (ty, root, poly audalso Stamp(root) >Stamp(tm)for every fragment tm : Absyn in expl) 
Derej” (ty._,po&)=(ty, po!v) 40 
Deref (ty, hist, poly) = Derej” (ty, hd hist, po!v) 
OccursCheck tya (tycon{tyarys=types,. . .}) = app (fn t => OccursCheck tyv (simple Deref t)) types 
OccursCheck tyv (tyoar (tyu’ as ref’ (Tvoar{tyexpl=NONE,. . .}))) = if tyv = tyr ’ then raise Abort else 0 
fun BintL4liu~ (histl,po/yl) tj.1 (ref( T~~u~{l?“l~=p,)/~Cir~,. })) (hi.t/2,p0/~~2) tj,_’ r.mtrr_ tr,f = 
let val rspluin = mX_AliusErpluin (histl,polyf) (hi.\t,‘,poly2) tm in 
if po/~1irr then Bind t~‘l (~-7 espluin else Bid ty2 tyl c.vp/uir~ 
end 
(* FieverseAliasPath : (root:ty) -> unit *) 
fun Rrl~cr.v~Alilrs~crt/i root = 
let 
(* Insert vertices in alias path into list in reverse order *) 
fun puth2list li.~t (tj.r as tycur (ref’(T~l~ur{t~,e.\-p/=SOME (rwstt~,_),. .}I)) = 
1 ,twt/t.?li.vt (/)‘I’ :: ht) ne?itQ puth2list liht /J’V = ty :: list 
(* Walk along list of vertices, reversing pointers and updating poly alias edges *) 
fun upkttc ty _ [ 1 = 0 (* tyv (was root, now is leaf) will be reset by Bind *I 
/ qdr 11’ * ti’t’ NONE ((tv as tvrur(tvv’ 
(* Optional explanation 
as r~f’(T~rar{r~~r.~p/=SO~fE(_,c.gl),. .})))::t~,i..v) = 
grgument is not there *) 
if i.sPo[l,Erlgr tx then 
(* At end of poly alias path whose explanations have to be updated (since the *) KO 
(* edges on this path are being reversed). The optional explanation argument *) 
(* is initialized to the explanation on this, the first edge of reversed poly alias path. *) 
( BintlT~wrr tw f>’ rxpl; lrptlutr ’ tyr ’ (SOME CJxpl) fl’l’X ) 
else 90 
( Biml~wur 1x1 I)’ e.\-pl; ~pdntr ’ QT’ NONE t~‘r.v ) 
1 Liptiuir ’ trc (SOME rxpl) ((2~ as (tjwr rj*i~‘))::rj~.O = 
(* Optional explanation argument is there *) 
if isPo!,,Edqe t>’ then 
(* Continue updating explanations on poly alias path *) 
( BirdT~wr tw TV e-x$; upllute I (IT’ (SOME r.Yp/) twv ) 
else 
(* We must have just reached the end of the poly alias path *) 
( BindTIwr /J’P ry e.upl; Upflutc~ 1 tn ( NONE ryrs ) 
fun ~pfute ((twtrr(tyc as ref (T?cur{t?,e.ul,l=NOIVE.. .}))) :: tags) = ~tpptlutt~’ tyr NU,YE tyrv 
1 zcpdutc I I = 0 
in 
(* Build a list of tyvar vertices on path rooted at root, in reverse order. Then walk *) 
(*through this list reversing pointers and updating explanations on any poly alias paths C) 
(*which arise. *) 
2/ptlut~ (pufQli.~t [ 1 roof) 
end IO0 
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(* UpdatePolyAliasPath (root:ty) -> (explain:Tyexplain) -> unit *) 
fun VpdatePoIyAliasPath root explain = 
let 
fun update (ty as tylrar (rej’ (Tyuar{tyexpl=SOME(nextt.v,_),. .}))I = 
if isPo/yEdge ty then ( Bind ty nextty explain; update nextty ) else 0 
( update _ = ( (* done *I ) 
in update root end 
(* addHist : (history:ExplainPath)->(endOfPath:ty)->(root:ty)->ExplainPath *) 
fun addHist history endOfPath root = 
let fun addHist’ (root as (tyuar (tyo as ref’ (7”var {tyexpl=SOME(t.v,explain),. . .})I)) = 
let val explPath = addHist ’ ty in 
Bind root endofpath (ExplainPath (explpath, elcplain)); 
tw :: explPath 
end 
1 addHis?’ _= 1) 
in 
history @ (addHist ’ root) 
end 
fun V&v’ (tyl,histl,polyI) (ty2,hist2,poly2) tm = 
Vntyy ’ ’ (1.~1, DereJ’(tvI,histl,polyI), hi4 (ty2, Deref(t.v2,hist2,pol.v2), hist2) tm 
and VMy’ ’ (VI, (tyrar tyvarl, polyl), histl) (ty2, (t.vvar tyvar2, ~01.~2). hist2) tm = 
if tyuarl = tyuar2 then () else 
ReverseAliasPath tyl; 
UpdatePolyAliasPath ty2 (mkAliasExplain (histl,pol.vl) (hist2,poly2) tm); 
BindAlias (histI,poIvl) tyl tyvarI (hist2,poly2) ty2 tyvar2 tm 
) 
( UntJy ’ ’ (tyl, (tyvar tyvarl, polyl), histl) (ty2, ((~2’ as tycon _), poIv2), _) tm = 
110 
I20 
130 
OccursCheck tyvarl ty2; 
ReverseAIiasPath tyI; 
VpdatePolyAliasPath ty2 (mkInstanExplain (histI,polyI) tm); 
Bindlnstan (histI,polyI) tyI ty2 tm 
) Vntyy’ ’ (~,vI, ((@I as tycon -), polyI), _) (ty2, (tvvar tyvar2, poly2), hist2) tm = 
140 
OccursCheck tyvar2 tyl; 
ReverseAliasPath t.vZ; 
VpdatePolyAliasPath tyl (mkInstanExplain (hist2,poIv2) tm); 
Bindlnstan (hist2.pol.v2) ty2 tyI tm 
Vnifv’ ’ (tyl, ((t.vI ’ as t,vcon{tycon=tycI,tyargs=typesI,. . .}), poIyI), histl) 
(tyi’, ((ty2’ as tyeon(tycon=tyc2,tyargs=types2,. . .}I, pow), hist2) tm = 
if tvcl = tyc2 
then app (fn (tI,t2)= > r/r@’ (tl, addHist histl tyl ’ t.vI, polyl) (t2, addHist hist2 tv2’ ry2, poly,?) tm) 
(zip types1 types2) 150 
else raise Abort 
(* Unify : (tyl:ty) -> (ty2:ty) -> (tm:Absyn) -> unit *) 
fun Vnijy tyl ty2 tm = Ur$v’ (tyI, [I, true) (ty2, II, true) tm 
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Appendix D. BaxterMuet Unification in ML 
This appendix provides an implementation of graph unification in ML which is as- 
ymptotically superior to the naive graph unification algorithm provided in Appendix A. 
In particular, although the latter algorithm has a worst-case exponential time complex- 
ity, the algorithm provided here has almost-linear-time worst-case complexity. Dug- 
gan [14] considers an extension of this algorithm to provide polynomial-time subtype 
constraint solving in ML-like languages extended with subtyping. This algorithm was 
independently developed by Baxter [5,6] and Huet [23]. The description here is based 
on that provided by Knight [27]. 
datatype fyrertes = TYCON of { tyconxfring, tyargs:ty list } ( TYC’AR 
and 
fun 
fun 
I 
fun 
fun 
mkour 0 = TY { chss=w/’ NONE, ty=TYVAR } 
iswr (TY {/y=TYVAR ,... }) = true (* Assume we are at representative vertex *) 
israr _ = fulse 
Dewf’ (TY { class=fyr as ref (SOME (ty as TY { da.ss=iyc’=rqf (SOME _), . })), }) = 
( ~JT := !fyr ’ ; Deref tv ) 
Dew/’ (TY { clas.s=rtif. (SOME ry), . .}) = TV 
De+ ty = f) 
let val sfuck = rej” (I(ryl,ry2)1) 
fun CycleCheck . , . = (* Standard DFS to check for cycles *) 
fun Un{/j ’ 0 = if null (!sfack) then CycleCheck tyl else 
let val (t1.Q) = hd (!stack) 
val _ = (stack := 11 (!stack)) 
in L1iCt.i’ * (Deref tl) (Deref t2) (* FIND *) 
end 
and Un~j ’ (fyi’ as TY {dass=tl,f.v=f~l}) (ry2’ as TY {ckuss=r2,r~=t~2}) = 
if 11 = t2 then 0 else ( 
if isuur ~1’ then tl := SOME t~‘2’ else r-7 := SOME tyl’; (* UNION +) 
Unijj~’ ’ ’ tyl 1.~2 30 
) 
and cin(f;~’ ’ ’ (TYCON {tyon=tycl, t~args=iysl}) (TYCON {t.vcon=r~d, ryargs=tyd}) = 
if f.~,cl c > ryc2 then raise Abort else ( 
stack := (-_ip r_wZ tys2) @ (!stack); 
Unifv’ 0 . 
) 
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